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A Cleveland take on super heroes and 'The Avengers'
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The battle of good versus evil has dragged on since the beginning of time, and super heroes (real or imagined) always seem to be there to save the day. In

recent years, the comic franchise has experienced a huge resurgence of interest in heroes created as early back as the 1930s and 1940s. With the release

of Marvel’s silver screen debut of the blockbuster “The Avengers”, we wanted to find out what the almost obsessive appeal is.

TheFreeDictionary.com defines “good” as being “positive or desirable in nature; not bad or poor; worthy of respect; honorable; of moral excellence;

benevolent; kind; moral.”

Good is humble and honest and strives to do right, to protect and serve, to make wrongs right. Evil is the opposite of these things. “The Avengers” movie is

the epic battle of wills and wants between these two factions. In the movie directed by Joss Whedon, Nick Fury of S.H.I.E.L.D. brings together a team of

super humans to form The Avengers to help save the Earth from Loki and his army.

Several Cleveland State University Theatre majors were happy chat about their excitement for the film. One group in particular even made badges and

dressed up for the midnight premier of the movie in Valley View, OH on May 4th, 2012. They were there to cheer on “the good guys”.

When asked about their fascination with super heroes and in this Marvel installment in particular, answers ranged from loving an action-packed movie that

would spawn even more toys and gadgets, to the excitement of seeing a new representation of an old “familiar” story. Film and Digital Media major Steve

Martin mentioned super powers and expressed his desire to “lift cars while I meditate.”

Theatre major Tim Maca had this to say about why so many super hero flicks are hitting the silver screen. “People want to see something super natural,

something that they can [associate with] in a way. I will reference Thor: Thor on Asgard is like any other Asgardian, has a family has inner-quarrelling. To see

them have problems, to see the strong suffer, makes us feel catharsis and not worry so much about our petty problems as much. Also, classics never get

old and they make money. The film makers use an idea that most generations can identify with, and then they roll in the dough.”

And what character did he choose to go to the premier as? “Thor,” says Maca. “We went early to make sure we got seats, and get our tickets from will call in

time. Then we went to Quaker Steak, where our friend Drew was getting wolf calls in his blue Captain America tights, and I was being offered to go “drink

mead” with people. Before the show, we were getting interviewed by news crews and were the center of attention for a while.”

“The Avengers” movie is super hot. With the biggest domestic opening weekend of all time, the $207.4 million is only fraction of what this movie will make
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in the long run both domestically and world-wide. At the time of this publication, the Box Office for “The Avengers” world-wide has reached over $1 billion in

worldwide sales.

Theatre majors are certainly open to imagination and in-tune with their inner super heroes. “My [real life] ‘super power’ is how much I know of people and

life. I have made a presence in the hearts and minds of my classmates and I want to live up to it,” hopes Maca. Being there for friends is certainly an

attainable super power, but everyone knows that for some, it’s sometimes harder to execute than Martin’s lifting cars while meditating. Kudos to Maca for

his gift.

What’s your fascination with Super Heroes? What super power do you wish you had? Tell us in the Comments section below!

###

Do you have a Cleveland performing arts story or event? Email KATE MILLER at KateMillerExaminer.com – for consideration, please introduce yourself

before launching into your pitch.
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